
 

 

Wildlife Encounters July CFB talk 

Nicolette Scourse gave an interesting and varied talk focusing on her encounters in a number of 

environments. Based on her fascinating books Wildlife Encounters: Try not to smile 2016 and Wild 

Encounters: Southern Seas and Shores 2020 we learnt about the human impact on the planet and 

ocean food chains. 

We were shown specimens of bivalves from Dunnet Bay Beach in Scotland and others from New 

Zealand. Our attention was drawn to the lines found on the mollusc shells and the differences in 

their lives through their breathing/siphoning mechanisms. 

Studies have been done on Icelandic clams that point to climate change. These clams can live for 

over 500 years and are aged using the lines which are counted from the ‘hinge’. One such clam 

‘Ming’ , 507 years old was studied , the growth lines reflecting sea temperature, surface 

temperature, salinity, food availability, sea level pressure and currents. Ming lived initially through a 

time of few predators and minimum fishing, then through a little ice age and a volcanic eruption 

followed by a rise in temperature due to industrial greenhouse gas emissions. Oceanographers agree 

that such emissions affect both the atmosphere and oceans. 

Various ocean food chains were looked at in the Arctic and Southern Oceans. Basic life in the ocean 

is plant plankton, which animal plankton feed off creating ‘the smell of the sea’. This is dimethyl 

sulphide or DMS. It is this smell that attracts other animal like krill to the animal plankton. Squid feed 

off krill and sperm whales off squid. When the animal plankton die they take their nutrients 

including carbon to the bottom of the ocean, Sperm whales poo before diving thus returning some 

of these nutrients to the surface. 

Examples were given as to what happens when new species are introduced into a food chain e.g. the 

kelp gull having a detrimental affect on kelp stocks... 

Other amazing creatures were seen via Nicolette’s fine drawings. 

She made references how we know what sea animals Vikings ate and an anthropomorphic study of a 

tribe on a tiny island called Yap, north of Australia. 

She brought us up to date with a discussion on the recent forest fires in Australia and their impact, 

comparing it to her own experiences as a child. 

Her books are praised by Chris Packham ‘ fresh ,accessible, fascinating, wonderfully evocative’ and R. 

Callum, who was the Chief Scientific Officer to Blue Planet 2 as’ reminiscent of Peter Scott’s diaries, a 

captivating account and R. Quantrill ‘ they take you to another place’. 

James Scourse, her brother-in-law is currently living aboard the James Clark Ross research vessel, 

working in the Antarctic. Some of the work mentioned has been part of earlier research. Information 

on his research can be found on the web under Sea Change. 

 

Below are links to the three videos 

Video A molluscs, clams: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PbGZWUk7E0 

tel:+442016
tel:+442020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0PbGZWUk7E0


Video B Food Web Encounters: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ijl-VbIvWuw 

Video C Coral: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FHsj_kSqx_I 

 

How to buy the books - details from Nicolette 

website: http://www.wildencountersthebook.com/ (which has links direct to Amazon, 

Waterstones, Blackwells and e-books if you prefer to do it that way.) Website with 

photos gives books’ backgrounds, more creatures (on land) and hands-on 

conservation. 

 

1. 'Wild Encounters - Try Not to Smile’ 2016, printed is now ONLY available from me @ £10, 

signed and dedicated if people like (original price £14.99). 

If people email me at Nicolette@scourses.myzen.co.uk we can sort out options of mundane 

details of transfer. 

E-books are available from Amazon, Kindle, I-books, Google Play etc. @ £4.99 -ish 

(This is the book with Scotland and ‘Ming’… and tropical places and seas). 

 

2. ‘Wildlife Encounters - Southern Seas & Shores’ 2020, printed on Amazon, Waterstones, etc. 

@ £17.50… or from me @ £12.50, signed and dedicated… again, if you email me. 

E-books are available from Amazon, Kindle, I-books, Google Play etc. @ £4.99 -ish 

(This is the book focussed on Australia, New Zealand and Antarctic waters and with references 

to the rest of the planet!) 

http://www.wildencountersthebook.com/ 
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